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Campus Justice 
Now Covers All 
The College has put into effect a 
judicial system that could· become a 
landmark for higher education in the 
nation. 
850 Students Protest War Escalation, 
Seek Community Support Via ·Petitions 
In ·a major departure from other 
collegiate systems, the Trinity plan treats 
all violators of college regulations as 
equals - the College president, a 
department chairman or a freshman, all 
now come under the same regulations and 
the same adjudicative system. 
Two years in the planning and 
refinement , the Trinity plan has been 
approved by all three constituencies 
which it affects, faculty, studoots and 
administrators . The system provides the 
means for resolving grievances between 
different members of the College 
community , for example, a dispute 
between a faculty member and a student, 
a situation which was not easily resolved 
under other collegiate systems. 
The plan also clearly states that "no 
provision of the system should preclude 
the right of members of the College to 
have recourse to the civil courts." 
Within the Trinity system, the dean of 
community life , Marc Salisch, would first 
try to resolve a dispute informally 
between the accused and aggrieved party. 
Failing this, the matter would go before a 
--mre~:.:rmrn o1Iru u1 -ung1iTal disposition 
which would decide the nature of the 
charge, if any. If litigation continues the 
dispute would go before a nine-member 
(see JUSTICE, page 5) Dean Fuller reads faculty resolution to students at all-College meeting in Mather Hall 
Five to Receive Honorary Degrees 
At 144th Commencement May 31 
Bishop Mills · Dr. Blum 
A Bishop Qf the Episcopal Church, two 
educators, a business executive and a civic 
leader will receive honorary degrees at 
Trinity's !44th Commencement, Sunday, 
May 31. 
The five recipients will be: The Right 
Reverend Cedric E. Mills, Bishop of the 
Missionary District of the Virgin Islands, 
who will deliver the Baccalaureate 
Sermon, Doctor of Divinity; Dr. John M. 
Blum, Farnam Professor of History at 
Yale University, the Commencement 
speaker, Doctor of Humane Letters; Dr. 
Harold C. Martin, President of Union 
College and Chancellor of Union 
University, Doctor of Humane Letters; 
Henry R. Roberts, President of 
Connecticut General Insurance 
Corporation, Doctor of Laws; and Francis 
Dr. Martin Mr. Roberts Mr. Goodwin 
Goodwin II, retired insurance executive 
and Hartford civic leader, Doctor of Fine 
Arts. 
The Right Reverend Cedric E. Mills 
A native of Hartford, he was graduated 
from Lincoln University in 1926 with the 
A.B. degree, and was awarded the degree 
of Bachelor of Sacred Theology from the 
Philadelphia Divinity School in 1929. In 
the same year, he earned an M.A. degree 
from the University of Pennsylvania, was 
ordained a deacon. Six months later, he 
was advanced to the priesthood. 
Appointed vicar of the Chapel of 
Ascension, We'st Chester, Pa., he served 
the parish for eight years. From 1935 to 
1937, he was commandant of boys and a 
teacher of mathematics and science at the 
Dovington Schoof 
From 1937 to 1940, he was 
priest-in-charge at St. Mark's Church, 
Plainfield, N.J. Be then served for 22 
years · as rector of St. James' Church, 
Baltimore, Md. During these years, he was 
a director of a number of church and 
civic organizations. 
Consecrated Bishop of the Missionary 
District of the Virgin Islands, he has 
served in that capacity since 1963. Bishop 
Mills was appointed to the Joint 
Commission on Ecumt::ical Relations by 
the General Convention of the Episcopal 
Church in 1964 and is a member of the 
1 Bishops' Committee on Pastoral 
\ Counseling and the House of Bishops' 
Overseas Committee. 
(see HONORARY, page 3) 
An estimated 800 to 900 students at 
the College had turned over all or most of 
their energies beginning May 4 in working 
for a "solidarity" move to support the 
National Student Association protest of 
the e.s.calation of the war in Southeast 
Asia. 
The outpouring of concern that swept 
the student body also was felt in the 
faculty and the administration following 
a "chain" of events that included 
President Nixon's announcement (April 
30) of a U.S. military move into 
Cambodia, the resumption of bombing of 
North Vietnam (May 2) and the report 
(May 4) that four students were killed 
and others · injured by National 
Guardsmen on the Kent State University 
campus. 
Events were unfolding rapidly on the 
campus as this first issue of the RE-
PORJEl~ wa~ going to press 
After 72 J'lours it was significant that: 
--there had been no violence and the 
major thrust of the student protest effort 
was directed at getting the outside 
community behind them through 
petitions, letters and speaking 
engagements ... 
- - classes continued with no coercion 
from protesters to those who wanted to 
attend, including many protesters who 
attended classes and then returned to the 
"movement" .. . 
--faculty, agreeing their first 
responsibility is to show up for classes for 
those wishing to continue the course, 
adopted extraordinary procedures in 
recognition of "the urgency" felt by 
many students to devote energies toward 
the protest... 
- -President Lockwood supported the 
right to responsibly demonstrate concern 
but insists the College must remain open 
to pursue academic objectives and allow 
for all views ... 
- - as the movement gained momentum 
there was unprecedented activity on the 
campus but the protest remained peaceful 
in sharp contrast to other campuses some 
of which cancelled classes, called off 
commencement or closed. 
Some of the major developments of 
the first three days of the protest 
activities: 
Monday, May 4 
Some 900 students attend all-College 
meeting in Mather Hall and decide on 
"solidarity" to join national student 
movement in protest of escalation of the 
war. While posters call it a "strike" the 
student vote makes it clear that there is 
to be no coercion ... that any student can 
go to class if he wishes. Decision is made 
that the major thrust is to get "middle 
America involved" through petitions, 
letters and house-to-house canvassing. 
Dr. Lockwood, attending a seminar on 
higher education in Washington, D.C., 
issues statement to the campus expressing 
an understanding "for the eagerness of 
many . not only to / demonstrate their 
concern but also to bring pressure and 
persuasion to bear on the government to 
lower the: level of intervention in 
Cambodia and Vietnam. I have no intent 
to interfere with discussion of these 
(see STUDENTS page 8) 
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FACULTY NOTES 
• Dr H. McKIM STEELE JR., assistant 
profe,ssor of history, has been elected president 
of the Montessori Society of Greater Hartford. 
Th,e Montessori Society operates a pre-primary 
attd primary school in West Hartford and 
established a pilot Early Childhood Center at 
the Rawson School in September 1969 by 
invitation from the Hartford Board of 
Education. 
• Dr. GUSTAVE ANDRIAN, co-chairman and 
professor of modern languages, is on sabbatical 
this term. He plans to establish a program of 
studies at the University of Puerto Rico for 
Trinity students as well as an exchange student 
program. He is also doing general reading which 
he hopes will lead to another textbook. His last 
book , "Fondo y forma," was published by 
MacMillan in April. This month he plans to go 
to Madrid to attend lectures at the University 
and do bibliographical work for three or four 
weeks, then on to France and Spain. 
• Dr. CLYDE D. McKEE JR., acting chairman 
of the Government Department, recently 
addressed the Rhode Island chapter of the 
American Society for Public Administration. 
Dr. McKee is past president of the Connecticut 
Chapter of the American Society for Public 
Administration and served as general chairman 
of the 1969 New England ASPA Conference. 
• Dr. F. WOODBRIDGE CONSTANT, 
professor of physics and form er chairman of 
the department, was visiting lecturer at Stout 
State University, Menomonie, Wisconsin, April 
6 and 7. His visit was under the auspices of the 
American Association of Physics Teachers and 
the American Institute of Physics. 
• Dr. DONALD D. HOOK, associate professor 
of modern languages, has collaborated with Dr. 
Lothar Kahn of Central Connecticut State 
College on an elementary German text, 
"Conversational German One," recently 
published by Van Nostrand Reinhold 
Company. The 24-chapter text stresses the four 
skills of understanding, speaking, reading and 
writing, and includes a workbook and 
instructor's manual with a complete tape 
program. 
• Dr. DAVID WINER, assistant professor of 
psychology, will give a paper entitled, "A Test 
of the Malmo Activition Hypothesis," at the 
American Psychological Association meetings in 
Miami Beach this coming September. 
• President LOCKWOOD will deliver the 
traditional "Charge" to undergraduates at the 
University of Connecticut's 87th 
commencement in Storrs, June 1. 
In April, Dr. Lockwood served as moderator 
at the frrst of the 17th annual series of mental 
health talks co-sponsored by the HARTFORD 
COURANT and the Institute of Living in the 
Aetna Life & Casualty Auditorium. 
• Professor JOHN DANDO of the English 
Department was. guest speaker at the Book 
Review Luncheon in April at Centinel Hill Hall, 
G. Fox & Company, Hartford, for the benefit 
of the Cerebral Palsy Day-Care Camp. He 
reviewed four new novels, "Travels with my 
Aunt" by Graham Greene, "A Fairly Honorable 
Deceit" by Iris Murdoch, "The French 
Lieutenant's Woman" by John Fowler and "Mr. 
Sammler's Planet" by Saul Bellows. 
• Dr . ROBERT D. FOULKE, associate · 
professor of English, is leaving Trinity to 
become chairman and professor of the English 
Department at Skidmore College, Saratoga 
Springs, N.Y., effective September 1. Dr. 
Foulke has been at Trinity since 1961 and was 
promoted to associate in 1966. 
• ALBERT MERRIMAN, associate professor 
of classical languages, is leaving the College 
after 2 2 years on the faculty. In 1964, he was 
the recipient of one of the first Student Senate 
Faculty A wards, designed to recognize 
outstanding members of the faculty. 
• THEODORE R. BLAKESLEE, associate 
professor of engineering, was director of the 
1970 Regional Institute for Effective Teaching 
hosted by the College, April 9 and 10. Also 
participating in the Institute were Dr. JOSEPH 
D. BRONZINO , associat e professor of 
engineering; Dr. MARTIN DECKER, assistant 
professor of education; and Dr. RICHARD K. 
MORRIS, professor o'f education. 
• Dr. LeROY DUNN, associate professor of 
economics, will participate in the Federal 
Reserve Bank of Boston's 1970 Central Banking 
Seminar. 
Pennsylvania Students 
Face Scholarship 'Loss 
Students from Pennsylvania face the 
loss of financial aid from their home state 
if the College does not sign an agreement 
to report certain derogatory information 
that might arise concerning Pennsylvania 
students. 
An act by the Pennsylvania Legislature 
requires that colleges and universities 
report "certain behavorial acts and 
offenses committed by any enrolled 
Commonwealth residenf as a criteria for 
each institution to be classified as 
approved for purposes of the 
Commonwealth Guaranty Loan and 
Scholarship Programs." 
Institutions failing to comply with the 
provisions of the act would no longer be 
considered "approved institutions of 
higher learning" by the Pennsylvania 
Higher Education Assistance Agency and 
students attending those institutions 
could lose financial and scholarship aid 
provided by the state. 
Thirty Trinity students currently 
receive approximately $30,000 in 
financial aid from the Pennsylvania 
Agency. 
Specifically, colleges and universities 
are requested to furnish pertinent facts 
about any student from Pennsylvania 
who: ( 1) is expelled for refusal to obey a 
1 awful regulation, which refusal 
contributed to campus disruption; (2) is 
known to have been convicted of a 
criminal offense; (3) is known to have 
been convicted of any offense committed 
in the course of a campus disruption. 
Such disclosures would be in conflict 
with Trinity's policy of confidentiality of 
records. With the exception of routine 
facts, information concerning a student is 
not released except at the specific request 
of the student. 
Shortly after receiving the request to 
sign the "Agreement" from Pennsylvania 
Higher Education Assistance Agency, 
President Lockwood referred the matter 
to the Trinity College Council, a 12-man 
advisory body . The TCC issued the 
following statement: "The Trinity 
College Council is cognizant of and 
sympathizes with the financial 
requirements of some of the Trinity 
students from the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania. We deeply regret any 
decision which directly or indirectly may 
discourage students from any region from 
attending Trinity College. However, we 
cannot allow the determination of 
student-administrator-faculty relationship 
to be directed or compromised by the 
Pennsylvania Legislature. We cannot and 
will not serve the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania. We feel that it is not within 
the province or the rights of Pennsylvania 
to request this of us, nor is it our right to 
disregard our own policy on 
confidentiality of student re_cords." 
Thomas A. Smith, director of external 
affairs, has written the Pennsylvania 
Agency for clarification of a number of 
areas in the "Agreement." It is expected 
that President Lockwood will take action 
after the reply to Mr. Smith's letter is 
received. 
It has been reported that over 1 ,000 
colleges and universities in the country 
have signed the "Agreement" and that 
less than 50 have refused. In Connecticut, 
St. Joseph College, Sacred Heart 
University and New Haven College are 
among the institutions which have signed. 
Yale, Wesleyan and the University of 
Hartford, like Trinity, have raised 
questions about the document rather 
than sign it. The University of 
Connecticut has refused to sign. 
One of the more imaginative gestures on 
·National Earth Day to call attention to 
the importance of our environment was 
thought up by Joel Houston, a junior art 
major from Mamaroneck, N.Y., who is 
shown here depositing a bag of "good 
earth" from the Trinity campus into a 
safe deposit box held open by Marcus D. 
Goodale, executive vice president of the 
Connecticut Bank and Trust Company. 
Mr. Houston plans to reclaim his 
"precious possession" and return it to the 
campus on April 22, 1971 , which will be 
the first anniversary of Earth Day, 1970. 
The bank is making the box available free 
of charge. 
REPORT OF 
ANNUAL GIVING 
More dollars, fewer contributors 
that's the status of the Alumni Fund with 
just over a month to meet the goal of 
$225,000. 
The reverse is the case of the Parents 
Fund - there the picture is fewer dollars, 
more contributors. Goal of the Parents 
Fund is $75,000. 
As of April 22, 1,552 alumni had 
pledged $142,095. At the same date in 
the campaign last year, $136,253 had 
been pledged by 1,735 alumni. 
Offsetting the discouraging 17% 
participation is the increased amount of 
the average gift - $91.50- and the report 
that 230 alumni are members of the 
Anniversary Club ($150 plus). The latter 
figure is approaching twice the number 
who were members of the Club at the end 
of the 1968-69 drive. 
In the Parents Fund, $50,035 has been 
pledged by 497 contributors. At a 
comparable date last year , 449 parents 
had pledged $50,598. Eighty-one parents 
are members of the Anniversary Club as 
compared with 63 last year. 
In a recent appeal letter to alumni, 
President Lockwood said : "Trinity will 
not long remain a leading liberal arts 
college unless it has sufficient funds to 
make the difference between a precarious 
holding operation and a vital college. The 
Alumni Fund is a most important 
element in preventing the slide into 
genteel mediocrity . 
"For the Alumni Fund paces the 
progress we make. It represents a 
philosophical commitment on the part of 
the contributor by acknowledging the 
influence which Trinity has had on his 
life. Financially, it provides the College 
with urgently needed funds. The 
$225,000 goal of this year's Alumni Fund 
is included in the College budget as 
anticipated income to cover essential 
costs in our current academic programs. 
For these reasons it is imperative that we 
reach our goal." 
Endowment -Sought._ 
For Jewish Studies~ 
An even~g devoted . t~ the ·re~ognition 
of the Trinity College Jewish Studies 
Program was held March 18. By the time 
the evening was over there . was a 
commitment to expand the Program and 
raise endowment for permanent 
lectureship in Judaica. 
The speakers included two Rabbis, a 
professor of religion, two students, 
President Lockwood and Leonard 
Greenberg '48, chairman of the Jewish 
Studies Fund. 
The audience, numbering more than 
100, included alumni and friends. Plans 
are currently under way for similar 
dinners to be held in New York, 
Philadelphia and Boston. 
Throughout the dinner, speakers 
stressed the value of the Program for both 
the Jewish student as well as the non-Jew. 
President Lockwood said, "I feel that we 
must dedicate education in behalf of 
human experience. We welcome the 
contribution which Jewish Studies can 
make to this goal." 
Dr. Edmond LaB. Cherbonnier, 
professor and chairman · of the 
Department of Religion, said that the 
turning·point for the active development 
of Jewish Studies came four yeats ago 
when the College was selected by the 
Jewish Theological Seminary for a grant 
to help establish such a Program. 
Advisor to the Hillel Societ•r for the 
past 18 years, Rabbi William Cohen 
described this past year at the College as 
" ... startling .. .for the first time the 
students are pushing us for courses." 
Rabbi Stanley M. Kessler, who teaches 
"Classical to Contemporary Judaism," 
said that one of his most rewarding 
experiences was that two of his students 
said his course strengthened their decision 
for their life's work. One has entered the 
Rabbinate and the other is now studying 
for the Episcopal mims ry . 
A transfer student from Hebrew 
University in Jerusalem, Roberta Russell 
'70, teaches conversational Hebrew at the 
College. Her course covers more than the 
language, bringing her students in contact 
with Jewish history and literature and the 
sense that _Jewish culture is alive and 
growing. 
Jay Schinfeld '70, a pre-medical major, 
feels that now a Jewish student does not 
have to " ... gi.ve up anything to come to 
Trinity." He said, "We have classes and 
we are asking, not demanding for 
more .. .Jewish literature, Middle East, 
Jewish relevancy with guest speakers not 
just for Jewish people but for the entire 
college community." 
The Jewish Studies Program is now a 
reality at Trinity. More donations to the 
library have been made, more speakers 
are being sought. It was announced that 
Rabbi Abraham J. Hesche!, 
intern at iorially-known theologian and 
author, will lecture at the College in May. 
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Arsonists are believed responsible for an 
early morning fire March 25 which did 
considerable damage to the reception area 
outside the Trustees Room where 
Presid~nt Lockwood's office has been 
located since last year. 
Firemen, who 'responded to the 2: 11 
a.m. alarm, contained the flames to the 
reception area in Downes Memorial where 
furniture and office equipment were 
destroyed, and floors, walls, ceilings and 
the electrical system were affected. 
In addition, there was heavy smoke 
damage throughout the corridors on the 
second and third floors of the clock 
tower building and adjoining Williams 
Memorial. 
Total damage has been estimated at 
$50,000. 
The fire followed a 24-hour period 
during which several false alarms and a 
bomb scare had brought frremen and 
police to the campus. 
President Lockwood has stated that he 
is " ... prepared to take every legal action 
possible against any person found 
responsible for a false alarm or fire." 
Graduate Student Group 
To Aid 'Forgotten Alumni' 
"A graquate program suffers if it 
<:provides no opportunity for its students 
to trade perspectives. We needed that 
opportunity at Trinity .. . We were all 
strangers." Thus, Matt Sheridan stated in 
retrospect the reason for the (Dunding of 
the Trinity Graduate Student 
Association. 
Mr. Sheridan, an advertising 
copywriter, acted to fill this need for a 
student organization while an evening 
graduate student at Trinity during the 
summer of 1968. His objective was shared 
Sheridan 
Lewis 
by Charles B. Lewis, an associate 
personnel technician, who currently 
serves as TGSA president. These two 
students began to recruit other members 
of their "American Political Parties" 
coms~ and Billie W. Jones, a computer 
analy-; t, ·be &.ame treasurer and 
membership chairman; MJs. Janet B. 
Boyer, a French teacher, agreed to serve 
as secretary and program chairman. 
With the encouragement of Thomas A. 
Smith, then associate dean, and Mrs. 
Carole Lawson, executive secretary of the 
· graduate and summer studies, the TGSA 
adopted a Constitution and sponsored an 
ambitious program that included sports, 
social, cultural and academic affairs. 
While the fledgling group's first Board of 
Directors was recruited mainly from the 
Department of Government, by year's 
end over 100 graduate students, 
representing every department, were 
members. 
Now, two years later, TGSA shows 
signs of becoming a viable part of the 
Trinity campus. Membership is open to 
graduate students and graduate alumni. 
Its original objective - that of allowip.g 
graduate students to get together on an 
informal basis to exchange ideas - has 
been realized. 
Another objective is apparent. Its 
second year of operation saw TGSA 
undertake to represent graduate students 
on campus. "During the past year," Mr. 
Lewis observed, "members of the Trinity 
community have been willing to meet, 
confer, and really listen to those things 
that graduate students consider 
important. It's almost as if they'd been 
waiting for these students to speak up. 
None had before." 
This fall, at the suggestion of the 
College, a TGSA committee began an 
intensive evaluation of the graduate 
program. This resulted in a series of 
recommendations for improving graduate 
education at Trinity. 
Miss Judith A. Libby, a graduate 
student in English, has been appointed to 
represent the graduate students on 
Trinity's Curriculum Committee. • ' 
Dr. Rex C. Neaverson, professor of 
government and secretary of the faculty, 
has agreed to act as advisor to the 
Association. 
A TGSA newsletter has been published 
regularly during the past year for the 
graduate student on campus. 
TGSA has gone beyond "get-
to get hers" and now ' has assumed a 
position where it intends to make a 
significant and lasting contribution to the 
College. Traditionally, the commuting 
graduate student has been an alien on 
campus. Being established in the 
community, the part-time graduate 
student brings a different perspective to 
the campus. TGSA is attempting to make 
this perspective more meaningful. 
HONOR_ARY (continued from page 1) 
Bishop Mills has received honorary 
degrees from Lincoln University, 
Philadelphia Divinity School, St. 
Augustine's College and Morgan State 
College. 
Dr. John M. Blum 
A native of New York City, he received 
his A. B. degree, summa cum laude, from 
Harvard University in 1943 and his M. A. 
and Ph.D. degrees there in 1947 and 
1950. 
Following service in the U.S. Navy, Dr. 
Blum joined The Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology faculty in 1948 as a 
research associate, while working on his 
doctorate. He was promoted to assistant 
professor of history in 1950 and associate 
professorin 1953. 
A member of the Yale faculty since 
1957, he was appointed chairman of the 
History Department in 1964 and, in 
1966, was named Farnam Professor of 
History. 
During 1961-63, he served as a member 
of the Board of Ethics of the City of New 
Haven and is now a trustee of the · 
Hotchkiss School and the American 
Friends ot Cambridge University. He is 
also on the visiting committee of the 
Harvard University Press. 
Dr. Blum is the author of "From the 
Morgenthau Diaries," "Joe Tumulty and 
the Wilson Era," "The Republican 
Roosevelt," "Woodrow Wilson and the 
Politics of Morality," "The Promise of 
America." He edited "The National 
Experience," a widely-used school and 
college text. He was associate editor of 
the eight-volume series, "Letters of 
Theodore Roosevelt," and has 
contributed to several anthologies. 
Dr. Harold C. Martin 
A native of Raymond, Pennsylvania, he 
received his A.B. gegree from Hartwick 
· College in 1937, an M.A. degree from the 
University of Michigan in 1942 and his 
Ph .D. degree in 1954 from Harvard 
University . He has done additional 
graduate work at the University of 
Wisconsin and Columbia University . 
He began his teaching career in New 
York State high schools and, in 1946, was 
named principal of the Goshen (N.Y.) 
High School. He joined the faculty at 
Harvard where he was director of general 
education and lecturer in comparative 
literature from 1951 to 1964. In 1965, 
while serving as a visiting professor of 
English at Washington University of St. 
Louis, he was named President of Union 
College and Chancellor ~f Union 
University. 
He has served as chairman of the 
Commission on English of the College 
Entrance Examination Board, as 
chairman of the Massachusetts State 
Committee on Fulbright Awards, as 
executive secretary of the English 
Insitute, was a member of the Regional 
Committee on Woodrow Wilson 
Foundation and served as a consultant to 
the Bureau of Research, Office of 
Education, Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare. 
He is currently a member of the Board 
of Trustees of the Roxbury Latin School 
and Hartwick College . He is also a 
member of the Advisory Board of the 
International Association for 
Comparative Literature, and is a director 
of the Schenectady Trust Company and 
Volunteers .for International Technical 
Assistance (VITA.). . 
Dr. Martin is co-author of the revised 
editions of "The Logic and Rhetoric of 
Exposition" and "Inquiry and 
Expression." He was editor and a 
contributor to "Prose Style in Fiction" 
and contributed to "The Teaching of 
English." 
Henry R. Roberts 
A native of Canada, he received his 
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The TRLNITY- RlOPORTER is a new 
monthly publication to keep alumni, . 1 
parents and friends informed by objectively · 
reporting what is happening at the College. 
The REPORTER will carry general news of 
the campus- activities of faculty , students 
and administrators - sports reports and book 
reviews- class notes- feature articles-plus. 
Alumni are Orged to submit articles, and, ~f 
course, express their opinions through 
Lette[s to the Editor. The REPORT~R will 
be published nine ti_mes ·a year, October 
through June. It ·will replace the ALU11;1Nl 
MAGAZINE and ALONG THE WALK. 
o The Editors 
B.A. degree in 1937 ·from the University 
of Toronto where he majored in 
mathematics and physics: He joined the 
Connecticut General Life Insurance Co. 
in 1945 as a member of the Group 
Pension Department. 
Three years later, he was appointed 
assistant secretary in the Department and, 
in 1950, became secretary in charge of 
individual accident and health insurance. 
He was appointed second vice president 
·in 19 58, and at that time liis 
responsibilities were broadened to ificlude 
the Planning and Data Processing 
Departments. He was named executive 
vice president and elected a director 'in 
1960. 
In 1961 , Mr. Roberts was named 
president and assumed the chairmanship 
of the Aetna Insurance Co., a flte and 
casualty affiliate. He became president of 
Connecticut General Insurance Corp., the 
parent company of the group, upon its 
formation in 1967. 
Mr. Roberts has held a number of 
positions in insurance industr¥ 
organizations and has been active in 
community affairs. He is chairman of the 
Board of Regents of the University of 
Hartford, a director of the International 
Executive Service Corps, and a past 
director of the Greater Hartford Chamber 
of Commerce and the Institute of Living. 
He is a trustee of Kingswood School, 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute of 
Connecticut, Inc., and the Connecticut 
Public Expenditure Council. He is a 
corporator of Mt. Sinai Hospital, 
Hartford Hospital, St. Francis Hospital, 
Connecticut Institute for the Blind and 
the Health Care Facilities Planning 
Council for Greater Hartford, Inc. He is a 
director of Emhart Corporation and 
General Foods Corporation and is a i 
member of the Advisory Committee on 
Business Programs of The Brookings 
Institution . 
Mr. Roberts is a Fellow of the Society 
of Actuaries and holds an honorary ' 
Doctor of Humane Letters from Clarkson 
College ofTechnology . 
Francis Goodwin II 
Born in Hartford, he was a member of 
the Class of 1918 at Yale. During World 
War I, he served in the U.S. Navy as 
commander of a subchaser in the English 
Channel and Irish Sea and was awarded 
the Navy Cross in 1919. 
Following the war, he joined the New 
York building firm of Todd, Irons & 
R_obertgvn. Ill 1922, he ~etorned to 
Hartford to begin an insurance agent 
career that would span 40 years. Until 
1924, he was a member of the firm of 
Beardsley & Beardsley, then became a 
partner at Silas Chapman & Co. 
In 1934, he founded Francis Goodwin 
& Co. and, in 1941, became a senior 
partner in the firm of Goodwin, Loomis 
& Britton, a position he held until his 
retirement in 1962. 
Known affectionately in the 
community as "Mr. Symphony," Mr. 
Goodwin was founder of the Symphony 
Society of Greater Hartford• and the 
Hartford Symphony Orchestra, serving as 
president in 1936-41 and, again , in 
1958-60. He is an honorary life member 
of the American Federation of Musicians, 
A.F. ofL. 
Mr. 'Goodwin was elected a director of 
the Hartford Conservatory in 1935 and 
served as president, 1936-48. He is also a 
trustee of the Watkinson School and the 
Open Hearth Association. 
' 
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Special Report 
College Governance: 
One Student Speaks Out 
By Robert H. Osher '71 
Traditions change and sometimes vanish 
altogether. In 1968, Medusa was 
disbanded. Two months ago, the 
members of the Student Senate resigned 
as a body. To understand the 
circumstances that precipitated the action 
and to view one thought on the future of 
governance at the College, the Editors 
asked Robert H. Osher '71 to write the 
· article which follows. Mr. Osher, a 
pre-med major, is one of the Senators 
who resigned. He is a member of the 
Trinity College Council, Mather Hall 
Board of Governors and the faculty 
committee on College Affairs. 
Today, Trinity College has no student 
government. There is no longer a Senate 
where students can congregate to discuss 
Trinity's problems and suggest solutions 
that would benefit the College. Or more 
appropriately, there is no longer a Senate 
where students can congregate and go 
through vacuous political gestures, and 
specious ovations that would evoke tears 
out of the most sincere high-school 
politician. 
Why am I, along with many other 
students, completely disillusioned with 
our Senate? Why has it suddenly 
vanished? Is it defunct or merely 
hibernating? Does it actually matter? 
Where do we go from here? Let me 
attempt to answer these questions 
subjectively. 
October. After an especially eventful 
election featuring complications such as 
contested results, reelections, recounts 
and then climaxing with ticket jumping, 
the new Senate was fmally assembled 
under the capable leadership ·of Mr. 
Stuart Mason and Mr. Steven Keeney. 
The Senate plunged into its new season 
with considerable enthusiasm, for several 
innovations had supposedly enhanced the 
Senate's effectiveness, such as the 
creation of an Executive Branch as well as 
the development of a new procedure for 
electing Senators, where each Senator was 
to represent a specific geographical 
(campus) district. 
This exuberance was manifested by the 
many proposals and motions that were 
passed in the initial few sessions. The 
Senate, more unified and powerful than 
its predecessors, continued to pick up 
momentum and began moving. 
Unfortunately, as did its predecessors, the 
Senate left the rest of the student body 
uninformed, indifferent, and somewhat 
irre!t bl!ck at the starting line. 
But this was not important, for all 
Trinity students would soon feel the 
plethora of benefits eventuating from the 
Senate's efforts. And the effort was there. 
Many hours of debate over student affairs 
went into the construCtion of several 
cogent proposals (or demands) that were 
forwarded to the administration. This was 
where we reached the insurmountable 
impasse. In many cases, we never received 
responses to our communications. In 
many more cases, the buck was passed so 
that we soon discovered that the trustees 
alone had the power to alter some of our 
basic discontents. This is where our 
solidarity broke down and the politicking 
began. 
Some Senators became frustrated over 
the miserable ratio of high energy input 
to actual accomplishment. Some 
Senators became desperate and began 
making rash demands. However most 
Senators just resigned themselves to the 
immutable impotence of the Senate and 
abandoned all interest. Senatorial support 
for the Senate was dwindling. Student 
support never existed because students 
had not felt any tangible rewards from 
the Senate's efforts, and were certainly 
uninterested in the finer points of 
political game theory. Students only 
wanted results-like a used bookstore, a 
course evaluation pamphlet, an extension 
of the hours in the Cave and library, 
improved medical facilities, etc. The fact 
that these were not forthcoming led the 
students to concur with the Amherst 
Student Council who denounced the 
myth of student government as "a 
meaningful way · for students to voice 
their concern -and influence." 
Then came Senate elections where a. 
poor excuse was found to eradicate a 
failing student government. The Senate 
wisely chose to overlook the clause in the 
Constitution restricting the elections to 
the month of February, so that speeches 
could be held and platforms publicized 
after the "open week." The unforeseen 
announcement that Mr. Mason and Mr. 
Keeney would not seek reelection made 
the postponement essential for an 
effective election. The decision to 
postpone was made in the best interest of 
the student body. 
Unfortunately, three of the five tickets 
chose to play up the constitutionality 
question as a means to arouse cynicism 
and impatience among students. That the 
election was to be held four days late 
somehow became incontestable proof 
that the Senate's existence was 
meaningless. 
Signs were hung from every door 
imploring the · students to · boycott 
elections: And the students, weighing the 
· gain they received from the Senate 
against the loss of the valuable minutes 
required to take a positive action and 
vote, decided to do nothing. This 
prevailing apathy was misinterpreted as a 
vote against the Senate. The elections 
were declared invalid because less than 
40% of the student body voted. 
Both students and Senators were fed 
up with the · entire situation, and if some 
drastic action was not rapidly taken, the 
basic problems of student governance 
might have to be discussed. Impatience 
and irresponsibility precluded this 
possibility. The Senate assembled, and 
after refusing officially to dissolve itself, 
or call for a non-electe<l constitutional 
convention to replace the present Senate 
structure, a motion was passed whereby 
all Senators . resigned . The Mather Hall 
Board of Governors assumed the 
technical responsibility of the Senate, and 
the Senate Constitution remained in 
existence for an executive committee to 
call for an election at an unspecified 
time . If elected by 400 votes, the new 
executive committee could reorganize 
student government upon the old Senate 
structure or upon any new structure the 
students decided upon. 
Quite obviously, the buck was passed, 
and the same problems will confront the 
next student government, if perchance 
another arises. I have strong doubts as to 
whether any new ticket can meet the 
requirements to take office, since 400 
votes require massive student 
participation. So possibly ·and probably 
the Senate is dead, leaving several 
ludicrous memories and a constitution as 
its tombstone. 
I am not sorry. Formal Student 
Government in the past at Trinity has too 
Fuller, Dean of Faculty, Resigns; 
Credited With Curriculum Change 
Dr. Robert W. Fuller, dean of faculty 
since July 1968, has resigned his post as 
of the end of the current academic year. 
President Lockwood, in announcing 
Dean Fuller's resignation to the faculty 
said, "At this time Dr. Fuller is 
considering a challenging position in 
another institution of higher education 
and will make known his acceptance later 
in the month. 
"Dr. Fuller has concurred in making 
this early announcement because he 
realized that to delay making known his 
intention to resign would hamper the 
faculty search for a successor." 
Dr. Lockwood said, "The College has 
benefited immeasurably from Dr. Fuller's 
wisdom, ability and energy." He praised 
Dean Fuller for playing a "significant role 
in the development of Trinity's 
innovative curriculum which went into 
effect last September," and for "his long 
range view of the liberal arts college" 
which contributed to Trinity's decision to 
go coeducational last fall. ' 
"It is with deep personal regret that I 
announce Dr. Fuller's resignation. To him 
and his family, I express our admiration 
and affection and our very best wishes for 
their future success and happiness." 
often been an empty formality, 
expending most of its energy on 
inconsequential matters and 
constitution-making trivia. · Even this 
year's Senate, one with interested 
members and dedicated leadership, could 
not carry its good ideas past their initial 
discussion. Why? 
I believe it is the basic composition of 
the Senate that has led to its failing. No 
group, composed qf only students, can 
work alone yet expect to be effective in 
legislating a College policy that also 
affects both faculty and administrators. 
When students refer to governance, we 
seem to only refer to the rights of our 
group asserting immunities and 
privileges-not to the idea of making 
Trinity policy more responsive to all 
members of the community. We have 
limited the task of confronting change to 
ourselves, and have worked within 
ourselves to no avail. Certainly we are a 
part of this College community and are 
affected by its policies, and therefore 
should be represented in its policy 
making process. But I am convinced that 
the only way to make student expression 
both meaningful and acceptable, is by 
working together with all the members of 
the community toward a governance that 
would be responsive to the changing 
needs of all of its members and of the 
society it serves. The endless process of 
buck-passing, duplication of effort, delay, 
and inaction would promptly be 
eliminated. Candid interchange of ideas 
would prevent the misunderstandings that 
often led to frustration and resentment. 
The welfare of Trinity would be the 
shared goal, all contributing towards it. 
I look to the Trinity College Council as 
the beginning to the answer. It is an 
organization where representatives from 
the · student body, faculty and 
administration examine the problems 
facing Trinity and work together toward 
their solution. It is currently undergoing 
changes that will enlarge its 
all-constituency membership, thereby 
becoming more integrated into the 
community. If the T.C.C. can expand and 
at the same time ret~in the trust, respect, 
and desire to work together that its 
members share, a responsive all-college 
governance will naturally follow. Joint 
effort seems the only realistic way for 
Trinity to successfully meet any 
challenges the future brings. 
Dean Fuller came to Trinity from 
Battelle Memorial Institute's Seattle 
Research Center, where he was a 
physicist. He has since travelled to South 
America, and this spring to India, on 
educational missions for Battelle. While in 
Seattle he headed an experimental 
teaching program in ghetto schools. 
He is the author of many articles in 
physics and co-author of a two-volume 
book, "Mathematics for Classical and 
Quantum Physics." 
Dean Fuller attended Oberlin College 
and received his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees 
both in physics, from Princeton 
University. He has also done graduate 
work in economics at the University of 
Chicago, spent a year of study in France 
and a year at Wesleyan University as a 
Fellow at the Center for Advanced 
Studies. He taught physics at Columbia 
before joining Battelle Institute. 
The following excerpt is quoted from 
an editorial in the TRINITY TRIPOD: 
'' ... Dean Fuller, perhaps the most 
articulate spokesman for many of the 
College's recent innovations -
coeducation, the new curriculum, the 
Hartt merger, the Ten College Exchange, 
the judicial system, to name a few - will 
not easily be replaced. 
"Dean Fuller's imagination and 
willingness to innovate on a campus with 
a conservative faculty and a history of 
uninspired mediocrity made him Trinity 
College's greatest asset. 
"At this crucial juncture when 
implementation of the College's many 
new structures and programs shows signs 
of being an even tougher battle than their 
initial adoption, the loss of a man of 
Dean- Fuller~s proven initiative and skill is 
especially critical ... 
"If the College is ever to realize its 
potential - if the teaching standards are 
to rise in proportion with the increasingly 
rigid standards of student admission, if 
our progressive programs are to be 
effectively implemented, if additional 
new programs are to be initiated, the 
College must seek a man of similar 
dedication and persuasion as Dean Fuller 
to fill the Dean of Faculty post he 
leaves." 
Uganda Teacher 
Aiding Chaplain 
The Rev. Thomas T. Nabeta, a chaplo,tr.. 
and teacher from Uganda, E11~ A.[rica, is 
visiting Trinity far seven weeks as 
associate chaplain under the auspices of 
the Executive Council of the Episcopal 
Church of America and in cooperation 
with the College, to observe American 
education and college chaplains. 
Chaplain Nabeta is on leave from 
Makere University, Kampala, Uganda, 
DAN JESSEE DIES 
Daniel E. Jessee, 69, who retired as 
professor of physical education 
emeritus in 1967, died April 28 at 
his home in Venice, Fla. During a · 
35-year coaching career at Trinity, 
his t earns compiled impressive 
records. Full details of Mr. Jessee's 
career will appear in the June issue 
of the REPORTER. 
JUSTICE (from page 1) 
panel consisting of equal represent~.tion 
of faculty, students and administrators. 
The new judicial system includes many 
of the safeguards and rights of the 
individual found in the civil court system 
such as the right to counsel, an appeal 
process, the right to be present at all 
hearings and the option to remain silent. 
The appellate system includes a 
six-man appeal board, consisting of equal 
representation from each group. 
~ 
President Lockwood is the final appeal 
from this board. 
The appeal board, or the president, 
may uphold charges and findings, drop 
charges, lessen the penalty or refer the 
matter back to the panel of original 
disposition. 
The system also includes a 
comprehensive amendment procedure 
under which an individual or a 
constituency _ may change the judicial 
system or the college regulations. 
Amendments are initiated through the 
Trinity College . Council, a 12-member 
advisory group to President Lockwood. 
The Council, which did the major work in 
writing the new plan, is composed of four 
students, ·four faculty and four 
administrators. 
The college regulations to which 
offenses could be charged include 
"interference with entry to or t<gress from 
college builtlillgs·, tliscrimirtatfo"''fi~"'"' 
interference with authorized recruitment, 
repeated violations of operation and 
parking of vehicles." 
An editorial commenting on the 
judicial system in the HARTFORD 
TIMES said, in part: 
Trinity College deserves national 
attention for a pioneering code of campus 
justice. 
The proposed "Trinity Adjudicative 
System" probably goes farther than has 
any other college in treating the college as 
a community, whose members have equal 
rights and responsibilities. 
Allowing students an equal share - of 
responsibility, as well as rights - may 
prove the most effective way to deal with 
the spirit of disruption that prevails at so 
mar.y colleges ... 
... on reflection, it is an arfirmation of 
the entire campus' collective stake in 
purposeful education and learning. The 
student body helps draw up the rules, and 
helps enforce them - and the same rules 
apply to everyone. 
The Trinity system would seem to 
eliminate the common complaint that 
students are "second class citizens." And 
it should obviate any plea by potential 
protesters, for instance, that they are 
treated unfairly. 
Western universities began, centuries 
ago, with almost-dictatorial rule by their 
administrations. Over the years, the 
faculty role grew to a dominant position 
at some colleges. And recently, student 
revolt has forced new thinking. 
Trinity's eVQ~'!iiig attitude sees ~iuderlfs 
as part ~f an aduit community, set aside 
from the rest of society to pursue a 
communal interest in learning. It sees 
trustees as avoiding involvement in 
day-to-d'ay issues and policies. 
It seems a little radical to those of us 
who grew up toeing the line. But perhaps 
we were too willing to consider ourselves 
as students being taught, rather than as 
young scholars in a common pursuit of 
knowledge. 
IN MEMORY 
VICTOR FORREST MORGAN, 1899 
Victor F. Morgan, one of the College's most 
loyal alumni and last surviving member of his · 
Class, died March 14 in New Haven, Conn. He 
leaves his wife, Mrs. Etta Taylor Morgan; a son, 
Francis W. Morgan; a daughter, Mrs. Douglas 
Williams; three grandchildren and three 
great-grandchildren. The late Bayard Q. Morgan 
'04 was his brother. 
Born April 16, 1880, in Boston, Mass., he 
prepared for college at Hartford Public High 
School and entered Trinity in 1896 as a 
sophomore. In 1898 he served three months 
with the U.S. Navy in the Spanish American 
War. His fraternity was the Phi Psi Chapter of 
Alpha Chi Rho, and in recent years he served as 
a director of its graduate chapter corporation. 
After graduating, Mr. Morgan worked a year 
as a motor tester and then returned to Trinity 
for two years while he completed requirements 
for his M.S. degree which he received in 1902. 
After working in the Hartford area for 
several years, he joined Rust Craft Publishing 
Company, Boston, Mass., in 1928 as 
merchandise manager and was later nam·ed 
personnel manager. He retired in 1963 and two 
years later moved to Madison, Conn. 
chapter of Alpha Delta Phi. 
After graduating from Virginia Theological 
Seminary in 1927, he served parishes of All 
Saints, Worcester, Mass.; Trinity Church, 
Branford, Conn.; and St. Mark's Church, 
Washington, D.C.; being rector of the latter 
two. In 1954 he joined the National Council 
and retired in 1965, moving from Greenwich, 
Conn., to Pinehurst. 
In 1955 Trinity College conferred upon him 
the honorary degree of Doctor of Divinity. 
The Rev. Dr. Plumb was an honorary canon 
of the Washington Cathedral. In World War II, 
he served three years in the U.S. Navy with the 
rank of captain and was chaplain of the USS 
Wyoming, the USS Lejeune and the Norfolk, 
Va., Naval Hospital. 
ARTHUR CHRISTIE DEMPSEY, 1926 
Word has reached the College of the death of 
Arthur C. Dempsey on October 4, 1969, in East 
Hampton, L.I., New York. He leaves his wife, 
the former Miss Leonore Baker and three 
children, Arthur, Carol, and William. 
Born in Brooklyn, N.Y. March 29, 1900, he 
prepared for college at Richmond Hill High 
School, Richmond Hill, N.Y. and entered 
Trinity in 1922 with the Class of 1926. His 
fraternity was the Alpha Chi Chapter of Delta 
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Kappa Epsilon. He was president as a freshman 
and a member of the freshman basketball 
squad. 
For many years he worked for the R.H. 
Donnelly Co. in New York City as district sales 
manager and manager of the Queens and Long 
Island offices. He retired in 1959. 
LORING MacKENZIE BAILEY JR ., 1967 
Specialist 4th Class Loring M. Bailey Jr. was 
killed in action March 15 in Vietnam. A 
member of the First Battalion, Company D, 
20th Infantry, American Division of the U.S. 
Army, he was stationed on a night defensive 
position when an anti-personnel device was 
detonated. 
Born October 24, 1945, in New London, 
Conn., he prepared for college at Pomfret 
School and entered Trinity in 1963 with the 
Class of 1967. As an undergraduate he was a 
Chapel Lay Reader, and a member of the · 
English Club. His fraternity was Phi Mu Delta. 
In his senior year, he received first prize in 
prose fiction and was on the Dean's List. 
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Maras Carlson Bailey 
of West Hartford; his parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
Loring M. Bailey of Stonington, Conn., and his 
paternal grandmother, Mrs. Emery Jones also of 
Stonington. 
Mr .. Morgan had served as a deacon and choir 
member of the Auburndale, Mass., 
Congregational Church, and past master and 
high priest of Trumbull Masonic Lodge 22 of 
New Haven. 
Class . Notes 
Over the years he served as secretary-treasurer 
and president of the Boston Alumni 
Association, Senior Fellow, Alumni 
Endowment Committee, Class Agent and Oass 
Secretary, which position he held at his death. 
He was a member of the executive and 
nominating committees of the Alumni 
Association; and, in 1955, was recipient of the 
College's Alumni Medal of Excellence. 
ELMER BARNES BLACKMAN, 1911 
Elmer B. Blackman, retired civil engineer ·for 
Wallace Barnes Co., Bristol, Conn., died March 
9 in Torrington, Conn. He leaves his wife, Mrs. 
Jessie Holcomb Blackman, a son, Robert 
Blackman '44, and two daughters, Mrs. Mildred 
Wright and Mrs. Ethel Platt. 
Born January 20, 1891, in Southington, 
Conn., he prepared for college at West Hartford 
High School and entered Trinity in 1907 with 
the Class of 1911. He was a member of the 
football squa:d"~foT two 'years, ·the -senate 'llll.d~ 
the Phi Psi Chapter of Alpha Chi Rho 
fraternity. 
After graduation, Mr. Blackman worked for 
the Hartford Water Commission for 12 years 
and then joined New Departure Manufacturing 
Co., in Bristol. In 1932, he became associated 
with the Metropolitan District, Hartford, before 
joining Wallace Barnes Co. in 1943. 
PAUL STEPHEN PARSONS, 1918 
Paul S. Parsons, retired manager of the 
Meriden, Conn., office of the Connecticut State 
Employment Service, died March 9 in 
Wallingford, ·conn. He leaves his wife, Mrs. 
Miriam Curtiss Parsons. Theodore F. Wessels 
'14 and Robert D. Wessels '18 are his cousins. 
Born July 18, 1896, in Schuylerville, N.Y., 
he prepared for college at the East Providence 
High School, R.I ., and entered Trinity in 1914 
with the Class of 1918. As an undergraduate he 
was a member of the Glee and Mandolin Oubs 
and the Jesters. He received the first Chemical 
Prize in 1916 and was an assistant in the 
Chemistry Department as a junior. His 
fraternity was the Beta Beta Chapter of Psi 
Upsilon. During World War I, he served over a 
year with the Yankee (26th) Division in 
England and France. He taught English at 
Trinity from 1921 to 1925 and received his 
M.A. in 1924. 
After graduation, Mr. Parsons was director of 
the girls division of Loomis School in Windsor, 
Conn., now known as Chaffee School. Before 
going to the Meriden office of the State 
Employment office he was assistant manager 
and manager of the New Haven, Danbury, New 
Britain and Waterbury offices. He retired in 
1952 and moved to Cheshire in 1955. 
ROBERT JOHNSTON PLUMB, 1922 
ENGAGEMENTS 
1960 Lamont D. Thomas to Margaret M. 
Yellenik 
1963 William F. Niles to Ann B. Thorne 
1964 E. Michael Heid to Andrea M. Sayres 
1965 Jeffrey K. Abrams to ·Carol Viens 
Philip H. Geetter to Helene M. Rau 
1966 Melvin F. Evarts Jr. to Nancy L. 
Onnybecker 
1967 Michael J. FitzSimons to Marjorie S. 
Kitchen 
Richard A. Pavlech to Louise E. Vriga 
Richard W. Rath Jr. to Jane C. Sobuta 
1968 Fred B. Finley to Linda A. Daniels 
1969 William D. Elliot to Diane M. Wiles 
Russell W. Parks Jr. to Patricia R. Hodge 
1936 Francis V. Manion to Carroll P. Thomas · 
March 10 
1960 Peter S. Anderson to Edith S. Blake 
April 11 
1961 Andrew H. Forrester to Betsy Fishzohn 
March 14 
1962 Dr. Malcolm J. Rothbard to Gail B. 
Nehmal February 7 
1963 Michael B. Masius to Kathryn A. Kohn 
Aprilll 
1964 George F . Plass Jr. to Susan G. Weber 
March 7 
1966 Thomas S. Gulotta to Elizabeth Fryatt 
April25 
1967 Lieut. Gerald H. Jaggers to Sue Ranch 
November 25 
William W. Keur to Rebecca E. Williams 
April4 
1969 Michael J. Beautyman to Kathleen Vick 
May 2 . 
/ 
14 Robert E. Cross 208 Newbury Street Hartford, Conn. 06' 14 
EDWIN BARTON was named "Citizen of the 
Year" by the Bloomsburg, Pa., Chamber of 
Commerce last March 19. His citation read in 
part: "His honesty and integrity are beyond 
question; his devotion to his fellow man and 
community is to be envied by all of us; his 
secret of success is made up of many aspects 
and he has used them all wisely." 
1 L RobertS. Morris Jl 1_00 P~rl Street The Rev. Robert J . P!'.!~'u, lo.r.rne~ cxecuiive _ _...._ ~Frartford, Conn. 061 (!5 -
secreta.E-~ ·or the Armed -Forces Division, 
National Council of the Protestant Episcopal 
Church, died at his home in Pinehurst, N.C., 
March 17. He leaves his wife, Mrs. Mary 
Barksdale Gregory Plumb; a son, Robert J. Jr., 
and three daughters, Mrs. Henry M. deButts, 
Mrs. Robert W. Duke and Mrs. Robert W. 
Lawson . David M. Hadlow '25 is his 
brother-in-law. 
Born May 29, 1900, in New Milford, Conn., 
he prepared for college at the Ridgefield 
School, Ridgefield, Conn. and entered Trinity 
in 1918 with the Class of 1922. As an 
undergraduate he was a member of the 
Sophomore and Junior Smoker Committees, 
secretary of the Interfraternity Council, and the 
1922 IVY. His fraternity was the Phi Kappa 
The Rev. Dr. JAMES F. ENGLISH spoke 
April 1 at the Congregational Church in 
Farmington, Conn. His title was "New England 
Meeting Houses, Old and New." He is the 
former general superintendent and treasurer of 
the Connecticut Conference of Congregational 
Churches. 
2 6 N. Ross Parke 18 Van Buren Ave. West Hartford, Conn. 06107 
The Rev Dr. GRANVILLE K. FRISBIE 
retired last January I. He had been a research 
fellow of the International Chiropractors 
Association, and is an ordained minister of 
BIRTHS 
1950 Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. Wigglesworth 
Milton Edward, September 2 
1951 Mr. and Mrs. Norman L. Wack 
Stephen Lewis, March 25 
1957 Mr. and Mrs. Russell W. Partridge 
Douglas Raymond, March 8 
1960 Mr. and Mrs. George F. Mackey 
James Barrows, January 23 
1961 Mr. and Mrs. Edward P. Seibert 
William Dodd, April 11 
1962 Dr. and Mrs. Richard B. Berkley 
Alissan, March 1 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry D. Kisor 
Colin Abbott, September 18 
Mr. and Mrs. William H.L. MitchelUII 
·- EifzanetfCJOcin7NOvembe! 29 --.~ 
Dr. and Mrs. Bruce A. Thayer 
Sally, March. 3 ' 
1963 Lieut. and Mrs. Malcolm M. McGawn 
1964 
1965 
Lani Elizabeth, February 6 
Dr. and Mrs. Brian H. Odium 
David Nelson, March 3 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey F. Chandor 
Heather Jean, February 26 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Cone III 
Thomas E. IV, February 21 
(adopted April 7) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. Huskins 
Michael Louis, f<ebruary 27 
Mr. and Mrs. Mark E. Johnson 
Karl Fredrik, April 2 
1967 Lieut. and Mrs. Walter B. Harriman 
Walter Brunmark Jr., March 2 
Mr. and Mrs. William G. Roth 
Andrew Geroe, February 21 
Religious Science, holding pastorates in Denver, 
Colo., and Del Mar, Calif. He has been active in 
Masonry, both in theY ork and Scottish Rites. 
BILL NICOL is now living in Heritage 
Village, Southbury, Conn., with his wife, 
Georgie. For 42 years Bill was in the transit 
business with the New York City Transit 
Authority. 
We understand HAROLD MESSER enjoyed 
his visit to Florida last _!1a.r<.·h. 
MORRIS ROISM.A.N' has retired from active 
teaching in. t'ne Hartford school system, but 
~~osiituted at Hartford · High for sb: weeks last 
winter. 
~1kTTiii?w-&-G~~~ !~retir!l!g J~~ 1 as 
headmaster of Trinity-Pawling School, Pawling-, -
N.Y. He had served in this office since 1947, as 
well as being headmaster of Trinity School, 
New York City, from 1937 to 1953. At 
Trinity-Pawling the sciel}ce building is named in 
his honor. 
2 3 Royden C. Berger 53 Thomson Road West Hartford, Conn. 06107 
ROY BERGER, director of advertising at 
Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Co., has 
retired after 41 y·ears service with the company. 
Under his guidance the corporate symbol - the 
"Blue Chip"- was created in 1962. He has been 
in charge of advertising since 194 7. 
GEORGE GREGOR!Ef<f< has retired from 
the Hartford office of IBM. 
• •L 
-~ 
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19 70 Reunion 
September 25-2 7 
HENRY MOSES has been appointed 
treasurer of the Episcopal Diocese of 
Connecticut. He is retired from the Aetna Life 
& Casualty. 
2 9 James V. White 22 Austin Road Devon,Conn.06462 
The Rev. GEORGE HARDMAN'S son, 
Robert, was ordained to the priesthood by 
Bishop Warren Hutchens on January 10 in 
Christ Church, Greenwich, Conn., where he 
continues to serve as curate. 
John A. Mason 
3 4 Trinity College Summit Street Hartford, Conn. 06106 
ED ELY has retired from Allied Chemical 
Corp. We presume he has not retired from 
skiing. 
Many greater Hartford alumni have been 
following the case of the editor of the 
University of Hartford's Liberated Press. He 
was convicted by Judge WILLIAM S. EWING 
JR. of Hartford's Circuit Court for having 
libeled President Nixon in a newspaper cartoon. 
JOHN GODDARD has left the "Manchester 
Herald." 
CHUCK KINGSTON has been elected 
secretary of the Association of Advanced Life 
Underwriting. Chuck is a qualifying and life 
member of the Million Dollar Round Table, and 
will be attending his 18th consecutive annual 
meeting this June in Hawaii. 
ADE ONDERDONK writes he is well on the 
road to recovery after serious surgery. 
WARREN REUBER is an assistant director, 
sales promotion department, Connecticut 
Mutual Life Insurance Co., Hartford. 
YOUR SECRETARY took to the lights with 
the Avon Musical Players in "Fiorello" as the 
senator which was presented April 16 - 18. 
35 Albert W. Baskerville 73 Birchwood Dr. Derry, N.H. 03038 
In a recent issue of "Vermont Life" 
magazine an article appeared on Weston, Vt. 
There are many fine pictures with the text and 
one shows CLARK VOORHEES - "a 
well-known wood carver." 
3 6 Victor E. Bonander 90 Van Buren Avenue West Hartford, Conn. 06107 
HARRINGTON "HANK" LITTELL is with 
the State Department in Laos. He may be 
addressed c/o American Embassy, APO. San 
Francisco 96352. 
3 9 Earl H. Flynn 14 7 Goodale Drive Newington, Conn. 06111 
BEN SACKTER has opened a new law office 
at 357 Main St., East Hartford, under the name 
of Apter, Sackter and Fleisch. 
40 Dt. Richard K. Morris 120 Cherry Hjll Drive Newington, Conn. !)6111 
HERB BLAND has been named "Insuraii.A: 
Citizen of the Year" by the Hartford 
Association of Insurance WomenJJlc. 
P-.A Y FE!<.GusoN has resiin~d .ilis position -
as general executive officer of the Springfield, 
Mass., YMCA to become the general executive 
of the Greenwich, Conn., YMCA as of June I. 
41 Frank A. Kelly Jr. 21 Forest Dr. Newington, Conn. 06111 
Dr. ED CONWAY discussed allergies at the 
"Hartford Times" - Hartford Medical Society 
Forum, March 17. 
42 Martin D. Wood 19 Tootin Hill Road West Simsbury, Conn. 06092 
JOE BONSIGNORE has moved to 9105 
Santayana Drive, Fairfax, Va. 22030. Since last 
September he has been general manager of 
"Smithsonian," the new national monthly 
publication of the Smithsonian Institution. For 
the past eight years, Joe headed editorial 
production for Time Inc.'s Chicago Production 
Department. 
KEN ALBRECHT reports a new wife, 
Madeline; a new address, 14625 Rayen St., Apt. 
306, Panorama City, Cal. 91402; a new job -
manager Mid-Wilshire escrow ' . office, 
Trans-State Title Co., 5820 Wilshire Blvd., Los 
Angeles, Cal. 90036; and will take a long 
delayed honeymoon to Hawaii in late May. 
John L. Bonee 
43 McCook, Kenyon and Bonee 50 State Street Hartford, Conn. 06103 
Congratu:ations to JIM MURRAY who was 
named "Sportswriter of the Year" for the 
fourth straight time at the 11th annual National 
Sportscasters and Sportswriters Association 
meeting, March 31. 
44 Harry R. Gossling, M.D. 85 Jefferson Street Hartford, Conn. 06103 
Lt. Col. HARRY JARRETT has been named 
an honorary member of the First Company, 
Governor's Foot Guard for special services 
rendered to the unit. He is with the New 
England Survey Service, Newington, Conn. 
46 J. William Vincent 80 Newport Ave. West Hartford, Conn. 06107 
The Rev. BILL STUDWELL has moved to 
Pleasantville, N.Y., as minister of the United 
Methodist Church there. Since he returned 
from India in 1965, he has been pastor of the 
United Methodist Church in Kingston, N.Y. 
LEE PARANDES has moved to 134 
Cedarwood Lane, Newington, Conn. 
47 Paul J. Kingston, M.D. 27 Walbridge Road West Hartford, Conn. 06107 
KARL REICHE has been named executive 
director of the United Old Colony Fund, Inc., 
26 School St., Brockton, Mass. 20401. 
48 The Rev. Otis Charles Box 74 Washington, Connecticut 06793 
MILTON BRAND is marking the tenth year 
as president of Brand, Gruber & Co., 
Huntington Woods, Mich. It is a marketing, 
consulting and research firm with offices in 
Detroit, New York, Atlanta, Los Angeles and 
San Francisco. flis eldest daughter, Esta, 
expects to graduate from Brandeis this June, 
and his son, David, is a junior at the U. of 
Michigan. · 
DICK BYRNE has moved to 1600 Mt. 
Vernon Ave., Wilmington, Del. 19806. He is in 
charge of the middle school of Tower Hill 
School in Wilmington, and is past president of 
the Independent School Teachers Association 
of the Philadelphia area. 
YOUR SECRETARY's article, "New Men 
for a New World - Authority in an Electric 
Age," appeared in the February "Connecticut 
Churchman" magazine. 
Dr. rR.:ED COLOSEY is doing a residency in 
radiology at the U. of Kentucky Medical School 
wlu'cli will [mish September 1~7-L He lives at 
203 Leawood Drive, Lexington, Ky. 40502. -
The Rev. GEORGE DONNELLY represents 
the Bishop of Maryland as 1 Episcopalian 
Chaplain to St. Agnes Hospital, Baltimore, and 
is president of Regional Council No. 10 of the 
Diocese of Maryland. He is assistant to the 
rector of Old St. Paul's, Baltimore. 
DICK DURICK is associate director of policy 
issue with Mass. Mutual Ins. Co., Springfield, 
Mass. 
DAVE LAMBERT works in the Pentagon as 
director, small business · and economic 
utilization policy, Office of the Ass 't Secretary 
of Defense, Installation and Logistics. He lives 
at 13511 Query Mill Road, Rte. 3, 
Gaithersburg, Md. 20760. 
WALTER NEFF is teaching math at 
Rockville High School, Rockville, Conn., and 
has been chauman : of the department since 
1964. 
Dr. ROD PIERCE is senior scientist with 
Factory Mutual, Norwood, Mass., and lives in 
an old colonial house in Hanover, Mass. It dates 
back to 1680 while the new section was built in 
1797. Rod has six children ranging from age 25 
to 12. 
BILL ROBERTSON is an underwriting 
manager with Aetna Insurance Co. in Detroit. 
He left Cincinnati in 1968 and reports five 
children. 
JOE SCHACHTER rides the Penn-Central 
from Westport to New York's J. Walter 
Thompson where he handles Eastman Kodak 
Divisions and Bausch & Lamb. Joe is the 
founding chairman of the Commuters Action 
Committee in Westport. He is also active in 
Power Squadron work and is rear commodore 
of a local yacht club. 
The Rev. CHARLES STRATTON is pastor 
of the First Presbyterian Church, Youngstown, 
N.Y. He is an avid flier of radio controlled 
model airplanes. 
Dr. PETER STOKES is chief of 
psychobiology study unit at the Payne Whitney 
Clinic, Department of Psychiatry, New York 
Hospital, Cornell Medical Center. He is involved 
in research, teaching and consultation. He is 
also senior investigator at Bourne Animal 
Behavioral Research Lab. 
DICK WEITZEL has moved from Charlotte, 
N.C., to 1606 Rugby Road, Teaneck, N.J. 
07666, and is associated with Borden, Inc. as 
staff supervisor, safety and loss prevention 
department. 
Dr. DONALD YOUNG is a member of the 
executive committee of the Rhode Island 
Optometric Association. Don fmds ·time to sail 
his Bahama Islander in and near Fisher's Island, 
N.Y., and the surrounding Sound. 
49 
Charles I. Tenney, C.L.U. 
Charles I. Tenney & Associates 
2 Bryn Mawr Ave. 
Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010 
BILL COTTER has joined eight other 
candidates for the Democratic nomination for 
the First (Hartford) District in Congress. 
CHESTER LATER of Wethersfield, Conn., 
has been elected to the Republican State 
Central Committee to fill an unexpired term. 
James R. Glassco 
50 Aetna Life & Casualty 151 Farmington Ave. Hartford, Conn. 06105 
DAVE HADLOW has been elected vice 
president and general manager of 
Stanley-Taymouth, Toronto, Canada, a 
subsidiary of Stanley Works, New Britain, 
Conn. 
· HANK PEREZ is manager of the Los Altos, 
Calif., real estate-insurance frrm of Cornish and 
Carey. He reports five sons, and there is a good 
chance four of them might be in college for one 
year at the same time! 
Dr. SHERWIN MELLINS has been admitted 
to membership in the Hartford County Medical 
Association. 
51 John F. Klinger 344 Fern St., West Hartford, Conn. 06119 
DICK BUCKLEY has been named chairman 
of the 1970 Greater Hartford Cancer Crusade. 
The Philadelphia Alumni Association honor-
ed GERRY HANSEN March 4 with an inscribed 
of the English department 
scroll in honor of his many years of faithful 
service to Trinity College in that area. 
BURR JOHNSON has been named chairman 
of the English department at Choate School, 
Wallingford, Conn. 
HARRY STAHL; his wife, Fran; his son, 
Bob, Trinity '73; and two daughters had parts 
in the Avon, Conn., Music Makers "Fiorello!" 
April 16-18. 
5 3 Paul A. Mortell 508 Stratfield Road • Bridgeport, Conn. 06604 
JOHN F. CAMPBELL has been appointed an 
assistant vice president of Marsh & McLennan, 
Inc., of California in the Los Angeles office. He 
is living at 243 West Camino Real, Arcadia, 
Calif. 91007. 
ART TILDESLEY has been named a vice 
president gt First National City Bank of New 
YorK. H.; i:; ~v!th the cti:>!G~!Ill services division 
of the Investment Management Group, aiid ,!ives 
at 21 Oak Place, Fair Haven, N.J. 07702. 
54 Theodore T. Tansi 45 Sunset Hill Road Simsbury, Connecticut 06070 
Dr. STAN AVITABILE has been elected to 
membership in the Hartford County Medical 
Association. 
55 E. Wade Close Jr. 229 East Waldheim Pittsburgh,Pa. 15215 
DICK CLARKE is now the president of 
Amistad Airline, Inc., San Antonio, Texas. 
·-~---. ----- --------
JOHN DLUHY has been promoted to a 
senior Vice presidency at R. W. Pressprich & 
Co., Inc., in New York City. 
Dr. DAVID GEETTER has been elected to 
membership in the Hartford County Medical 
.Association. 
56 Edward A. Montgomery Jr. Backbone Road . Sewickley Heights, Pa. 15143 
·-Dr. ALFRED DEFALCO has been appointed 
assistant professor of urology at the U. of 
Colorado Medical Center and chief of urology 
at Denver General Hospital. He had been doing 
a four year residency in urologic surgery at the 
U. of Rochester. He lives at 7247 South Ingalls 
Way, Littleton, Colo. 80120. 
For the past year Dr. WYLIE DODDS has 
been serving as an assistant professor of 
radiology at Marquette Medical School. 
Major EDWARD LUCAS is currently 
stationed at Shaw AFB, Sumter, S.C., and 
woulp welcome cards, letters or visits from '56 
at 2442 Highway 441, Rte 6, Sumter, S.C. 
29150. He is the RF-101 
Standardization/Evaluation Officer for the 
363d Tac Recon Wing with ten years of 
experience and some 2,000 hours of RF-101 
flying. 
BILL MCGINN is an assistant vice president 
with North Western Insurance Co. in 
Milwaukee, and living at 2847 North 91st St., 
Milwaukee, Wise. 53202. 
CHRIS NOSWORTHY is with Lockheed 
Electronics Co., Houston, Texas, and living at 
4006 Rolling Green Drive, Seabrook, Texas 
77586. 
Dr. JIM STREETO has accepted a position at 
the U. of Connecticut School of Medicine as 
assistant professor of medicine, starting July l. 
HUGH ZIMMERMAN, who is practicing law 
in Chicago, writes " ... having worked with Ted 
Lockwood and the Trinity admissions office in 
connection with granting Illinois Scholarships 
for several years, I am happy to report my great 
pleasure and confidence with the manner in 
which Trinity is meeting its new challenges, 
which differ so markedly from those we 
experienced during the halcyon years of 1952-
1956. The very healthy and intelligent 
approach being given current problems is very 
comforting." 
5 7 Douglas B. Raynard 45 Old Colony Road N. Stonington, Conn. 06359 
STEVE BOWEN has been named regional 
director of corporate relations for TRW, Inc., 
with offices in Los Angeles. He is house hunting 
in the South Bay region and is not used to 9% 
mortgages. 
The Rev. CARL CHRISTENSEN has 
resigned as pastor of the Elmwood, West 
Hartford, Community Church, as of July 19, to 
accept a call from the First Congregational 
Church in Wa.terbury, Conn. He came to 
Elmwood in 1963. 
BOB DOUGLAS has been active fund raising 
for the Hartford Charter Oak Council of Boy 
Scouts. 
Bill Lee, sports editor of the "Hartford 
Co~rant," in a recent column, rates MOE 
DRABOWSKY one of the very best relief 
pitchers in the majors. Last season Moe won 11 
games in relief for Kansas City and he has done 
well so far in 1970. 
WARD JUST has been named co-publisher 
of the "Waukegan News Sun," Waukegan, Ill. 
He had been with the "Washington Post." 
Congratulations to GERRY MORSE, who 
last December passed the Connecticut Bar 
Association examinations. He lives at 156 
Hillcrest Ave., West Hartford, Conn. 06110. 
Dr. CHARLES MORHARDT and Dr. 
MANNY MYERSON are new members of the 
Hartford County Medical Association, and Dr. 
LOUIS BROWN is a provisional member. 
5. 8 The Rev. Borden Painter 110 Ledgewood Road West Hartford, Conn. 06107 
RAY JOSLIN has been named vice president 
of Continental Cablevision of Ohio, Inc., 211 
South Main St., Findlay, Ohio 45840. He has 
been with Continental since 196 7 as general 
manager. He is currently president of the Ohio 
Cable Television Association. 
JASON LITTON began last January private 
piii(:t!~e in orthopedic surgery and surgery of 
the h!!..nd in Harrisburg, .!:'::. 
PETER LO\VENSTEIN is now a mti11ber of 
the New York City law frrm of 'vVhltrn:m and 
Ransom. 
The Rev. DURSTAN McDONALD has been 
elected a trustee of the Philadelphia Divinity 
School. "Dusty" is chaplain at Hobart (;ollege. 
59 Paul S. Campion 114 Lawn Terrace Mamaroneck, N.Y. 01543 
Dr. SAMUEL HIMELSTEIN, an 
ophthalmologist, has joined the staff of 
Tildesley'5 3 D'Luhy '55 
Musante '61 Meek '65 
Johnson Memorial Hospital, Stafford Springs, 
Conn. He is a provisory member of the 
Hartford County Medical Association. 
PAUL MILLS is assistant director of the 
Georgia Retardation Center in suburban 
Atlanta. He is in charge of the Community 
Living Program. 
Dr. o 'oNALD FARMER spent last year as 
visiting associate professor of intellectual 
history at St. Lawrence University, Canton, 
N.Y., but now has returned to his duties a 
director of the honors program at King's 
College, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 
JIM JOY'S picture appeared in the March 8 
"New York Times" as a member of top 
management - executive committee chairman -
of the National Student Marketing Corporation. 
It has been a product-marketing conglomerate. 
60 Robert C. Langen 2 Sachems Trail West Simsbury, Conn. 06092 
DICK BRAY has joined E. F. Flynn & 
:Associates, West Hartford, as manager, data 
processing personnel. 
ED CIMILLUCA is product manager, Maxim, 
General Foods. He is living at 17 Old Stone 
Road,Darien,Conn.06820. 
N I C H 0 LAS POSCHL is with American 
International Underwriters in Madrid where he 
is learning Spanish in preparation for a future 
assignment in Latin or South America. For the 
past five years he has been in Brussels. His 
address is now c/o San Juan de Ia Salle, 5 
Madrid- 16, SPAIN' 
JOHN WILCOX is in charge of the service 
department at Wilcox-Rau Chevrolet Co., New 
Britain, Conn. 
TOM GRUBBS is junior assistant manager·of 
Stouffer's in Pittsburgh where over 2,000 are 
served daily. He says his training actually began 
at Psi Upsilon where he was steward. 
61 Del A. Shilkret 166 Fairfield Avenue Hartford, Conn. 06114 
BILL ELLYSON is a partner in the new 
Richmond, Va., law firm of Bell, Ellyson and 
Wilkins. 
CARTER HORSLEY is the Suffolk, N.Y., 
County· correspondent for the "New York 
Times." He has been with the paper for eight 
years. 
BUZZ MAYER has been named treasurer of 
the Cincinnati Real Estate Board and has been 
awarded a certified residential brokers 
designation. 
Dr. ROGER MACMILLAN will complete 
this June a general surgical residency at the 
Bassett Hospital, Cooperstown, N.Y. In July he 
will join the U.S. Navy for two years and 
expects to be sent to Danang, Viet Nam, with 
the 1st Medical Battalion, the medical support 
unit for the 1st Marine Division. 
GARY MANDIROLA has been named 
manager, COP-Support, in the corporate data 
processing department at Aetna Life & 
Casualty. 
TOM MUSANTE has been appointed 
manager of business development by the Life 
Insurance Co. of Conn. He lives at 75 _Cold 
Spring Circle, Shelton, Conn. 06484. 
IAN RAWSON is director of studies and 
assistant headmaster at the Mediterranean 
School on the island of Euboea, Greece. 
BOB RODNEY is working for his doctorate 
at the U. of Hawaii, studying Japanese and 
Chinese history. He reports that BILL 
CRESSEY is teaching Spanish as a visiting 
professor at the U. of Hawaii; that RUSS 
SOBOL is a pilot for United and PETER 
KNIGHT, a pilot for Trans-Caribbean airlines. 
Joslin '58 Bray '60 
Heckscher '67 Rohfritch '68 
WARREN JOHNSON has taken an active 
tole in fund raising for the Hartford Charter 
Oak Council of the Boy Scouts. 
62 William G. McKnight III 200 East 71st St. Apt 16C New York, N.Y. 10021 
DICK BERKLEY is finishing his two year 
stint with the Air Force in Shreveport, La. and 
will return to Yale in September to complete 
his psychiatric residency. 
GEORGE BROWNE and AL ZAKARIAN 
are in the trial department with the Hartford 
law frrm of Day, Berry & Howard. 
FRANK CUMMINGS expects to finish his 
fellowship in July and will be in the department 
of medicine at the Roger Williams General 
Hospital, Providence, R.I. He lives at 55 Chapin 
Road, Barrington, R.I. 
LEONARD DAY has been appointed 
manager of the Philadelphia, Pa., office of 
Manufacturers Life Insurance Co. 
ART DOMINGUE writes he is active in 
ministry in Burlington, Vt. He is· president of 
the local county Office of Economic 
Opportunity and chairman of the local 
Community Council. He often sees MARC 
SMITH who teaches at Overlake Day School in 
Burlington and lives in Huntington, Vt. 
"SKIP" FREY will leave the teaching field 
this June and join the First National Bank of 
Maryland in Baltimore. His address is Rte 3, 
Box 56, Reisterstown, Md. 21136. 
DAVE GRANT has started a new company 
of North American Philips. He is a director of 
national sales for Philips Recording Co., N.Y.C. 
BOB HUNT has moved to Palestine, Texas, 
and is child welfare and social service supervisor 
for three East Texas counties. He has a total 
case load of over 300 families. 
MARTIN LEBUS is a financial analyst with 
Iowa Beef Packers and lives at 2824 Jennings, 
Sioux City, Iowa. 
HIN-SEAK LENG has been appointed 
director of Asian studies at Flinders University, 
Bedford Park, South Australia. 
This July, BOB MASON will be chief 
resident, National Heart and Lung Institute, 
Bethesda, Md. 
BOB MCNALLY became a partner in the 
Hartford law frrm of Reid and Riege. 
"SKIP" MCNULTY writes that his church, 
the Prince of Peace, Gettysburg, Pa., burned 
down in January. 
DON MILLS is divisional merchandise 
manager for home furniture at H. & S., Progue 
Co., Cincinnati. 
BAIRD MORGAN returned to Trinity April 
11 with TOM BUNDY, TOM BOYD and 
STEVE LOCKTON for the christening of the 
new shell, the "John M. Meyer, III." John was 
present, of course, and has not changed in the 
past eight years. (Neither have the others, and 
they proved it by rowing for over half an hour.) 
MIKE NIVEN is a partner in a Beverly Hills, 
Calif., real estate development frrm . 
BILL POLK has been appointed to the 
Lawrenceville Township Board of Education's 
Human Relations Advisory Committee. 
MALCOLM ROTHBARD is serving at the 
Malcol, Grow Medical Center, Andrews Air 
Force Base, Washington, D.C. 
ALLAN RUDNICK is now portfolio manager 
for the new Oppenheimer A.I.M., a $14 million 
mutual fund. 
DICK SANKY has spent over six years in the 
Air Force, and this September will enter Case 
Western Reserve University Law School. 
JEFF SHELEY has left E. I. duPont in 
Hartford for Stone & Webster Securities Corp., 
also in Hartford. 
DAVE STRAWBRIDGE has been named 
manager of the newest branch store for 
Strawbridge & Clothier. 
Dr. TED WAGNER spent a two week 
odyssey after his recent marriage on a 
motorcycle trip to Baja, Mexico. He saw the 
MIKE NIVENS in Lo~ Angeles. Ted may be 
addressed Rte 6, Box 6804, Bainbridge Island, 
Wash. 98110. 
63 W. James Tozer Jr. 47 E. 87th St., Apt. 3-A New York, N.Y. 10028 
BOB BURGER is presently a flight surgeon 
with the Air Force at'Scott AFB, Ill. 
MIKE DALY joined the administrative staff · 
at Hartford Hospital May 1. He received a 
master's degree in hospital administration from 
the U. of Michigan in April. 
BOB KRAUT and his partner won the New 
Britain paddle racquets championship in March. 
Bob is with Southern New England Telephone 
Co. and has been appointed manager of the 
Middletown office. 
LEE MOYER's wife, Nina, won the U.S. 
Women's Squash Racquets Association 
championship March 1 at the Hartford Golf 
Club. 
BILL NILES has been named manager of 
advertising sales at Popular Science Publishing 
Co., 355 Lexington Ave., N.Y.C. 
PETER SHERIN writes that he has taken an 
indefinite leave of absence from Bell Super 
Markets in Boston. He has completed a Ford 
Fellowship in manpower training programs for 
the disadvantaged and is working in 
Washington, D.C., as a manpower specialist. His 
address is Willoughby Apts., N2215, 5500 
Prospect Place, Chevy Chase, Md. 20015. 
DICK WHEELOCK has returned from the 
Peace Corps after two years in Iran. He is living 
at 3338 Oay Street, San Francisco, Calif. 
94118, and is associated with the law firm of 
Ernst and Meyers there. 
Beverly Coiner 
Theodore Pettus 
64 c/o Ogilvy & Mather Inc. 2 East 48th St. New York, N.Y. 10017 
MIKE HElD is a radio newscaster with 
station WOR/FM in New York City. 
DAN SAKLAD has joined the New York 
City management consultant firm of Knight, 
Gladieux & Smith, Inc., 299 Park Ave. He lives 
at 132 Waiku Road, Ridgewood, N.J. 07450. 
ED SILANSKY has been ' promoted to vice 
president and director at Cummings & Taylor, 
Inc., New York City, brokerage firm at 24 
Broadway. 
Capt. JOHN WESTNEY is a Marine Judge 
Advocate and chief defense counsel at the 
Headquarters - Force Logistic Command in 
Danang, Vietnam. 
65 David J. Graybill 2803 Brightwood Ave. Nashville, Tenn. 3 7212 
JEFF ABRAMS has joined the architectural 
firm of James Sudler Associates, 818 17th St., 
Denver, Colo. 80202. 
TOM CURREN is food service {)fficer at the 
Naval Station in Norfolk, Va. This June 
wedding bells will peal in Atlanta, Ga. for 
Cathy Courtney and Tom. 
BEN GORSKY has bought a new home at 
3224 Tullamore Road, Cleveland Heights, Ohio 
44118. 
LOU HUSKINS will leave the U. of Nebraska 
in June where he has been teaching law to join 
the Los Angeles law firm if Irell and Manella. 
BRUCE JAY has joined the American 
Institute for Free Labor. He advises and 
implements programs for labor unions. His 
address is c/o Mildred Ferris, R.D. 1, Mt. Kisco, 
N.Y. 
JOHN JEWETT is with the New Haven, 
Conn., law firm of Tyler, Cooper, Grant, 
Bowerman & Keefe, 205 Church St. 
MARK JOHNSON has joined the Seattle, 
Wash., office of Allstate Insurance, as an 
underwriter. He lives at 1635 - 2nd Ave. West, 
Seattle, Wash. 98119. 
Capt. DICK MECK is on duty at a forward 
base in the Western Pacific. He flies KC-135 
Stratotanker missions. 
VIN OSOWECKI is active in fund raising for 
the Charter Oak Council, Hartford, of the Boy 
Scouts of America. 
HABIL WEJULI expects to complete his 
graduate work in physics this summer and 
return to Kenya where he will teach. He is at 
Boston College, and lives at 120 Inman St., 
Cambridge, Mass. 02139. 
CHED MARKOVICH has been named 
treasurer of the Elmwood, West Hartford, 
Businessmen's Association. 
Arnold I. Schwartzman 
66 Taft, Stettinius and Hollister Dixie Terminal Building Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 
JEFF DIERMAN has passed his Connecticut 
Bar examinations. He is with the law 
department of Connecticut General Life 
Insurance Co. 
TOM GULOTTA was graduated from 
Columbia Law last June and has passed his New 
York State Bar exams. He is currently serving as 
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assistant district attorney in Nassau County, 
and living at 19 Alice Ave., Merrick, L.l., N.Y., 
with the former Miss Elizabeth Fryatt (sec 
marriage column). ' 
TOBEY HALL addressed the Connecticut 
Historical Society April 7. His topic was 
"Sailmaking in Connecticut Prior to 1800." 
JOE HOURIHAN has joined the West 
Hartford law firm of Heffernan and Heffernan, 
15 North Main St. He lives at 99 Huntington 
St., Hartford. · 
MIKE KEANE is working for his doctorate 
in clinical psychology and teaches emotionally 
disturbed children at the Reece School in 
Manhattan. 
BIM PICKETT expects to be out of the Navy 
this summer. 
CHUCK SNYDER has qualified for the New 
England Mutual Life Insurance Company's 
"Hall of Fame," its leader's association, and the 
Outstanding Associate Award for the Hartford 
Agency. 
TOM WILLIAMS was discharged in February 
from the Navy where he served on the USS 
Enterprise CV A (N)65. He is now with the San 
Francisco brokerage frrm, E. F. Hutton, and 
living at 2126 Broadway, San Francisco, Calif. 
94115. 
Robert E. Brickley 
6 7 Equitable Life of New York 216 Goddard Blvd. _ King of Prussia, Pa. 19406 
1st' Lt. FRED CATONI is a pilot with the 
362nd Tactical Electronics War fare Squadron 
at Pleiku AB, Vietnam. 
1st Lt. CHARLES HECKSCHER JR. has 
been decorated with the Bronze Star for 
meritorious service in Vietnam. He is a 
commander of a detachment of the 15th Aerial 
Port Squadron, Chu Lai. 
1st Lt. JERRY JAGGERS is at Lowry AFB, 
Denver, Colo., as an · instructor in a computer 
system for intelligence personnel. He has been 
teaching in Saigon, the Philippines, Hawaii, 
Panama and Japan. 
Lt. PAUL KROEKEL writes from Thailand 
where he is in the U.S. Air Force, 621 TCS 
96366, that if anyone can think of a way to 
send a ton of snow it will be put to good use. 
PAUL MILLER is publisher of the weekly 
"Courier Gazette", 100 East Miller St., Newark, 
N.Y. 14513. 
BOB MILLER is project manager for F. A. 
Stahl Associates, Architects, 3 South Market 
St., Boston, Mass. 02114. He lives at 47-A 
Independence Way, Marblehead, Mass. 01945. 
· NICK OREM is an intelligence sergeant in an 
air defense battalion in Vietnam. He expects to 
be out of the service in May and will return to 
Hanover, N.H., in. September for his second 
year at Tuck Business School. 
BILL ROTH is now associate instructor in 
history and varsity swimming coach at Culver 
Military Academy, Culver, Ind. 46511. 
Joseph L. Reinhardt 
68 Mercedes Caramines Norte 6 206 Philippines 
BOB PRICE is in the Army in Germany and 
reports his instruction in German stands him in 
good stead as he makes daily contact with 
officials at various German military and police 
agencies. His address is P. 0. Box 20, APO New 
York, N.Y. 09146. 
1st Lt. JOHN ROHFRITCH is an aircraft 
maintenance officer at a forward base in the 
Western Pacific. He is permanently assigned to 
the Strategic Air Command's 99th Bomb Wing, 
at Westover AFB, Mass. 
Congratulations to PAUL WALKER who has 
passed Part V of the actuarial exams to earn the 
designation of Associate in the Society of 
Actuaries. Paul is an actuarial assistant in 
Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Co., Hart-ford. 
69 Fred A. Vyn Bushnell Plaza, Apt. 16F Hartford, Conn. 06103 
LARRY ACH has been working for Investors 
Overseas Services in Geneva, Switzerland, as a 
house guest of the parents of John Cooper, 
until October. Since then Larry has been a sales 
representative in Zambia - formerly Northern 
Rhodesia. He writes his future is much up in 
the air, but likes Africa very much for it has 
many fortunes still fo be made! 
2nd Lt. JIM JONES has been graduated at 
Sheppard AFB, Texas, and is being assigned to 
Davis-Monthan AFB, Ariz., with the 570th 
SAC. 
ALOIS JURCIKis looking forward to this 
summer when he will pass the time trading 
municipal bonds for Chemical Bank in New 
York after fighting the case system at Harvard 
Business School. 
ROC. MACDONALD is teaching in a 
Malaysian primary school about 20 miles from 
the town of Malacca on the west coast of the 
Malayan peninsula. He teaches arithmetic and 
science. His address is S.R.K. Kesang Tua, Jasin 
Pas, Melaka, West Malaysia. 
J. A VERY SNYDER is teaching English at 
the Agnes Irwin School, Rosemont, Pa. 
STEVE SOULE is studying at the U. of 
Penn. School of Veterinary Medicine. 
-
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STUDENTS (from page 1) 
issues ... or with the activities of those who 
seek responsibly to demonstrate their 
own coilclusions and positions. However, 
I wish all to be aware that we cannbt 
endure any activity which will interfere 
with the educational objectives of the 
College." He said the College could not 
close .. . "if we close we would deny those 
who may not share in this criticism - and 
those who do - the opportunity to 
pursue their academic objectives ... the 
alternatives must remain open to all." 
He also announced that the flag would 
be flown at half-mast in memory of the 
four students killed by rifle fire from 
National Guardsmen that day at Kent 
State, Ohio .. 
Tuesday, May 5 
Some 500 students gather in 
Washington Room for instructions in 
beginning major thrust into the 
community to get signatures on petitions 
and letters protesting U.S. troops in 
Cambodia and Vietnam. The letters are 
pre-addressed to Connecticut Senator 
Thomas A. Dodd . A series of workshops 
are held on the campus on a wide range 
of to pics related to the issues and training 
sessions on speaking before groups are 
conducted. A "Strike News" is issued and 
a food line is held on the Quad. By day's 
end over 3500 Hartford area citizens have 
signed petitions or letters. 
Classes and other activities go on 
without incident including an Air Force 
ROTC awards dinner in the evening. 
President Lockwood returns to the 
campus and meets with protest leaders to 
restate his position and to insure the 
"Movement" remains as an appropriate 
response. 
Wednesday, May 6 
Student effort to get signatures moves 
from d·owntown to house-to-house 
canvass. Classes continue but attendance 
falls off some from previous day . In the 
afternoon the faculty meets in special 
session. 
· President Lockwood issues a statement 
to the College commending "the vast 
majority of those students who have 
given serious thought to these matters in 
the past three days and for the spirit in 
which they, whatever their personal 
views, have conducted this. debate." He 
reiterated his statement of May 5 that the 
College must remain open. "We must 
maintain our academic integrity just as 
we must maintain an open college in 
which issues can be discussed and 
positions taken freely." He also reveals 
that he had signed a message sent to 
President Nixon with other college 
presidents asking Mr. Nixon ... "to take 
immed iate action to demonstrate 
unequivocally your determination to end 
the war quickly . We urgently request the 
opportunity to discuss these problems 
with you directly." 
The faculty then adopts extraordinary 
procedures, including the move to make 
final examinations optional with the 
students in recognition "that hundreds of 
Trinity undergraduates believe the 
urgency of the (national) situation 
compels them to devote tv,ir energies 
almost exclusively to acti1ffies designed 
t 0 modify the national policies 
underlying the crisis." 
Some 900 students jam the main 
dining hall for a late evening meeting. 
President Lockwood's statement, read by 
Dean Fuller, is applauded by the 
students. The faculty action of 
extraordinary procedures is · explained by 
Dean Fuller. Students commend faculty 
and ask that the document be amended 
to allow for optional grades for work 
completed through May 5. The students 
also vote to urge th"6 College to "formally 
provide draft counselling advice and legal 
counsel, remove financial investments 
from war-related industries and urge the 
faculty to strip AFROTC of academic 
credit after those currently enrolled 
complete program." 
It is reported that over 10,000 
signatures have been obtained on 
petitions and that some 4,000 letters have 
been sent to Senator Dodd. One student 
reports he contacted Senator Dodd and 
asked if he would be ·moved ifhe received 
an "avalanche of mail from students and 
citizens in the community" and that the 
Senator said "I probably would be 
moved." 
Thursday, May 7 
As the REPORTER goes to press, the 
protest movement continues with 
hundreds of students going out 
door-to-door for more signatures. Classes 
are still being held with attendance 
varying and athletic events are being 
played or cancelled according to the 
wishes of the team members. A number 
of special workshops are al~o listed by the 
students. 
The involvement in the protest seems 
to intensify as some students give each 
other hiarcuts in order to make a better 
impression on the community. 
The faculty has a regular meeting 
scheduled for Tuesday, May 12, at which 
one item on the agenda is to review the 
academic .;redit of the AFROTC program 
on campus. 
Resolution of the Faculty 
During the past week events at home 
and abroad have precipitated a sense of 
profound crisis at many colleges and 
universities, including Trinity . The 
faculty recognizes that hundreds of 
Trinity undergraduates believe the 
1.1rgency of the situation compels them to 
devote their energies almost exclusively 
to activities designed to modify the 
national policies underlying the crisis. At 
least a minority of students, on 
the other hand, wishes to complete the 
semester in the normal way . Many 
students maintain inte1mediate positions. 
We, the faculty of Trinity College, 
commend the vast majority of students of 
all persuasions for the restraint and 
intelligence with which they have 
conducted .themselves during these past 
trying days. We wish to respond to the 
needs of our students in the present 
circumstances in ~ manner consonant 
· with the academic integrity of Trinity 
College. In ordt:r to serve equitably the 
President Lockwood's Statement 
The decision to extend the' ~~r into 
Cambodia and the government's response 
to the rising concern among college 
students over these trends in national 
policy have brought a sense of profound 
crisis to campuses. Provocative remarks 
by Mr. Nixon and Mr. Agnew have only 
heightened that apprehension and hardly 
encourage rational discourse on national 
issues on the colleges and universities, the 
very institutions which have long 
regarded freedom to speak openly as 
essential to our democracy. The threat of 
outside repression impairs that freedom, 
just as surely as internal coercion can. 
It is for these reasons that I have 
signed, along with other college and 
university presidents, the following 
message, originally sent as a telegram on 
Monday, May 3rd, to President Nixon: 
Dear Mr. President: 
The American invasion of Cambodia and · 
the renewed bombing of North Vietnam 
have caused extraordinarily severe and 
widespread apprehension. As college and 
university presidents in contact with large 
numbers of concerned Americans, we 
must advise you that among a major part 
of our students and faculty members the 
desire for a prompt end of American 
military involvement in Southeast Asia is 
extremely intense. We implore you to 
consider the incalculable dangers of an 
unprecedented alienation of America's 
interests of all students, the faculty 
institutes the following extraordinary 
procedures: 
I) Classes shall continue to be held in 
the usual manner. Out of respect for the 
rights of students with differing points .of 
view, no member of the Trinity 
community shall attempt to coerce any 
student into attending, or not attending, 
any class. 
2) Students electing to do so may take 
final examinations in their courses, but 
such examinations shall not be required 
of any student. 
3) Students not taking final 
examinations are to receive .a final grade 
based on all the other work which they 
have been assigned during the semester. 
Students have the responsibility to 
consult with their instructors about their 
academic status before deciding not to 
take final examinations. 
4) General examinations shall be 
optional in those departments offering 
them. Each student who elects not to 
take the general examination must so 
inform the department chairman or his 
The crew season opened with those gallant men 
who revived the sport in 1961 returning for an 
anniversary row under the watchful eye of their 
friend, Clifford M. Bockstoce (insert), the first 
president of the Friends of Trinity Rowing and 
for whom the rowing tanks have been 
dedicated. After taking the "C. Baird Morgan" 
over the course that now historic crew posed 
youth and to take immediate action to 
demonstrate unequivocally your 
determination to end the war quickly. We 
urgently request the opportunity to · 
discuss these problems with you directly. 
As I also indicated in my statement on 
Monday evening, I personally find the 
United States position in Vietnam and 
now in Cambodia untenable; and I have 
hoped that the government would 
_ implement a stepped-up timetable for 
withdrawal. But at this moment my 
greater concern is the · possibility that 
Washington will remain insensitive to the 
effects which current policy is having on 
a significant number of young people in 
this country. 
I commend the vast majority of those 
students who have given serious thought 
to these matters during the last three days 
and for the spirit in which they, whatever 
their personal views, have conducted this 
debate. It is a source of great strength 
that the College respond in a manner 
appropriate· to our defense of freedom 
and reason. It is also a source of great 
strength that we continue to fulftll our 
academic objectives and permit those 
who are most anxious to complete their 
studies to do so. We must maintain our 
academic integrity just as we must 
maintain an open college in which issues 
can be discussed and positions taken 
freely . 
delegated representative and state his 
reasons. 
5) These procedures shall no' alter the 
requirements with reference to term 
papers, hour tests, and other academic 
assignments already scheduled to be 
completed prior to the end of the 
semester. 
6 ). The faculty enjoins all 
undergraduates, as men and women of 
integrity, to observe the spirit in which 
these procedures are adopted. We are 
making final examinations optional in 
order to meet the needs of students who 
have concluded that for the moment their 
obligations as citizens must take 
precedence over some of their formal 
academic obligations . We believe, 
therefore, that it would be dishonorable 
for any student to avail himself of these 
procedures for any other purpose. 
7) NothiRg in these procedures shall be 
construed to change the requirement that 
graduating seniors must attend 
Commencement. 
8) These procedures shall apply only to 
undergraduate students. 
above (standing from left), John Sartorius '66, 
Tom Boyd '62, Dr. Terry Mixter '61, Dave 
Wicks '63, Tom Bundy '62, Baird Morgan '62 
and stroke John Meyer '62 for whom the 
newest varsity shell was christened by Mrs. 
Bockstoce .. Kneeling are former coxswains 
Charles Todd '64 (left) and Steve Lockton '62. · 
;. 
